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Self Promotion Social Media Platforms



Using Social Media to Show my Work

My intentions are to use social media as a way of promoting 
my own work so that people can see the kind of work that I do, 
and also to speak to illustrators who are in the children’s book 
field, so that I can speak to them about the best ways of getting 

on the same path. 

I have created some accounts to begin showing my work to the 
world and I thought that a good way to do this is to interact 

with people, so that they see my work, and I am also beginning 
to get involved with #colour_collective, @AnimalAlphabets 

and @PinchPunchPost 



Twitter account @SCIllustrates



#Colour_collective







Speaking with Illustrators via Twitter



Lynn Alpert
Lynn Alpert has advised me to 
also get involved with #kidlit 
and also become a member of 

Society of Childrens Book 
Writers and Illustrators.





@MarcDoodles





Twitter as Self Promotion - 
Successful or not? 

Twitter does seem to be a good 
platform for self promotion. The 

illustrators that I have been 
speaking to, via twitter have said 
that their accounts have mainly 

helped them by getting involved 
with #colour_collective and this 

has been a successful way for 
people to find your work. 

You can also get yourself 
noticed easily by tweeting 

other users, and they see your 
work through direct contact, 
and in my experience, these 

people are willing to give you 
advice and are grateful for the 

interest of their work.  

From speaking to these illustrators, I have 
decided to get involved with #colour_collective, 

@animalalphabet and @PinchPunchPost



    Instagram: 
@SCIllustrates

✤ The Instagram community is 
also a good way to get my 
work seen and also to interact 
with other people who are in 
the line of work which I want 
to get into. 

✤ #colour_collective and 
pinchpunchpost also run on 
instagram.



Facebook

I have also created a Facebook page, in order to get as many 
people to see my work as possible, as Facebook is the most 

popular social media site, this is a good place to advertise your 
work.



Illustration Friday

Works in a similar wat to the challenges ran on twitter, but a 
whole website dedicated to it. 

There are always really good/interesting illustrators and 
artists and easy to see your work. 



An Email to Deborah Partington





Samantha Davies

Samantha Davies who is a 
children's book illustrator 

said to me that just use 
social media to put my 

work forward and just be 
confident in talking to 

people when networking.





www.ScarlettColsonIllustrations.com

http://www.scarlettcolsonillustrations.com


ScarlettColsonIllustration.com

✤ I have made my own website so that it is easy to search for me online 
and you can see what kind of work I like to produce, and also contact 
me. 

✤ Fast and convenient for contact and I can easily direct people to my 
website and this shows information about the way I work. 

✤ University and personal work shown. 

✤ My own personal space for my work, and so can also use it to 
advertise myself. 

✤ Acts as an online portfolio

http://scarlettcolsonillustration.com


Thank you for listening, any questions?


